Atomic force microscopy: determination of unbinding force, off rate and energy barrier for protein-ligand interaction.
Recently, atomic force microscopy (AFM) based force measurements have been applied biophysically and clinically to the field of molecular recognition as well as to the evaluation of dynamic parameters for various interactions between proteins and ligands in their native environment. The aim of this review is to describe the use of the AFM to measure the forces that control biological interaction, focusing especially on protein-ligand and protein-protein interaction modes. We first considered the measurements of specific and non-specific unbinding forces which together control protein-ligand interactions. As such, we will look at the theoretical background of AFM force measurement curves for evaluating the unbinding forces of protein-ligand complexes. Three AFM model dynamic parameters developed recently for use in protein-ligand interactions are reviewed: (i) unbinding forces, (ii) off rates, and (iii) binding energies. By reviewing the several techniques developed for measuring forces between biological structures and intermolecular forces in the literature, we show that use of an AFM for these applications provides an excellent tool in terms of spatial resolution and lateral resolution, especially for protein-protein and protein-ligand interactions.